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The combustion of waste releases compounds which form deposits on the walls. These
deposits might either lead to slagging or fouling. Fouling occurs both in the convective
part and in the radiative part of the steam generator while slagging can be found mainly
in the radiation section. [17]
Deposits need to be avoided for two main reasons – first of all they limit the heat output
[8] and second, they may react corrosively. This leads to damages of the incinerator’s
water tube walls [10]. To avoid these deposits, the operators have two possibilities.
Either they influence the process control in such a way that less deposits are created
(primary measures) or they remove the deposits due to cleaning methods (secondary
measures). As both possibilities are not necessarily sufficient, real incinerators need
an overall concept that includes primary and secondary measures to maintain high
efficiency and long lift-time [4]. The following paper presents a comprehensive method
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that integrates both primary and secondary measures. The primary measures focus on
the process control and how to predict the deposit growth. Nonetheless, the focus lies
on the secondary measures, especially the cleaning with water, and potential adjustable
parameters to improve the current standard.

1. Deposit situation in waste incinerators

Waste Incineration

The fouling and slagging on the walls depend on several parameters such as waste
composition, heat input, mass flow of flue gas and air flow along the walls and others.
Summarized, fouling and slagging are strongly linked to process parameters. Waste in
particular exhibits different waste compositions [16] and temporal changes which lead
to variation of the compounds and fluctuation of the heat input respectively.
Even though the formation of deposits depends on their position inside the boiler in
general the formation process can be described as shown in Figure 1. Starting from a
clean state, the temperature gradient is comparably low. After some time, an initial layer
builds up. This layer is usually highly insulating and, hence, the surface temperature
rises. This leads to a much faster growth of the deposit thickness with concomitant
compaction often followed by sintering. Due to the high surface temperature, the deposit
surface starts to become sticky, which fastens the growth process. For very high surface
temperatures and a low melting point of the deposit material, the depositing particles
do not solidify anymore and slag flow occurs [15]. Depending on the internal strength
of the deposit and external forces (e.g. by cleaning measures), the deposit growth can
already stop at any point and form a quasi-stationary equilibrium by natural shedding
or forced cleaning.
time/deposit growth
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Source: Wall, T. et al.: The properties and thermal effects of ash deposits in coal-fired furnaces. In: Progress in Energy and
Combustion Science. Volume 19(6), 1993, pp. 487-504
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Niemi et al. [12] did not only analyze the deposit growth, but also changes in the deposit
constitution, also called aging. Their focus was the temperature gradient, which results
in diffusion processes inside the deposit. Here, too, the process control plays an important role. The results show, that the temperature gradient affects both morphology and
chemistry of the deposits. Benson [2] shows that the deposits undergo a densification
process with increasing time and temperature. Here, the process control can intervene,
if it is able to affect the temperature gradients inside the combustion chamber.

2.1. Necessity of cleaning and appropriate cleaning adjustment
Both the limitation of the heat output and the corrosion potential make the removal
of the deposits necessary. Nevertheless, the cleaning has to be adjusted appropriately
to the incinerator, because scarce as well as too frequent cleaning generate problems.
Seldom cleaning decreases the boiler efficiency through its insulating effect. Additionally, a limited heat output in the radiation section increases the corrosion potential
of the flue gas in the convective part. Especially the first superheater positioned in flow
direction of the flue gas suffers under high deposit thickness in the radiation section.
In contrast, too frequent cleaning can also stress the incinerators components. In
general, the cleaning process creates an impact onto the water walls. This might be
through droplets, vibrations, local steam explosions or others. Therefore, the boiler has
to withstand erosion, bending, compressive stress, cold shock or other phenomena.
The deposit layer protects the boiler from these impacts. On that account the cleaning
should not start based on scheduled cleaning, but only take place if really necessary [6].

2.2. On-line cleaning systems
Over the years, many cleaning systems established. The cleaning systems can be divided
into two groups: On-line cleaning systems and cleaning procedures during shut-downs.
For the operation of the boiler, the on-line cleaning systems are of high importance
because good on-line cleaning systems can prolong the operational life of the boiler.
Figure 2 classifies the existing on-line cleaning systems [9]
The marked cleaning systems use water as cleaning medium. While most systems use
impact or abrasion as cleaning method water cleaning systems may use several different effects [14]. Besides, due to their comparably low costs and the good availability
of water, the water cleaning systems are nowadays common cleaning systems that can
be found in many power plants both in the radiative part and the convective part. The
mechanisms beyond are still not fully understood, but play an important role for the
optimization of the cleaning process. Thus the underlying cleaning effects are in scope
of this paper. In the following the water-cleaning systems are described in detail.
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Overview of existing on-line cleaning systems

Source: Harpeng, J.; Vodegel, S.; Warnecke, R.: Beurteilung der Online-Belagsabreinigung durch Rußbläser und Klopfer [Assessment of online-cleaning through soot blower and knocking devices]. In: Beläge und Korrosion in Großfeuerungsanlagen,
VDI-Seminar 430505, 14.06-15.06.2005

Cleaning with water [3]
Shower Cleaning
Shower-Clean systems consist of a hose which is inserted into the boiler from its roof.
The principle is depicted in Figure 3a. A nozzle is installed at the end of the hose which
sprays water on the boiler walls. The water inside the hose guarantees cooling of the latter
during the cleaning process. Shower-clean systems are common in waste and biomass
boilers, because they fit to the smaller boiler sizes. The system can be optimized regarding positioning, nozzle shape, water volume flow and speed of hose inside the boiler.
Water lance blower
The water lance cleans the opposite and side walls by a high velocity water jet. Depending
on the system, they can clean large areas through their movability in both horizontal
and vertical direction. The cleaning patterns of water lance blowers are exemplarily
shown in Figure 3b. They have a wider operation range because the lance is able to
clean walls up to a distance of 25 m. This makes it especially useful inside the radiation
section of large boilers. Adjustable parameters are nozzle shape and size as well as the
water pressure, the impact angle, the covered area and the impact time.
Water blower
Water blower, also called wall blower, are similar to water lance blowers, but they face
backwards and, thus, clean the wall on the same side the device is mounted on. Similar
to the water lance blower the adjustable parameters are nozzle shape and size, water
pressure or water volume flow, impact time and impact angle. Due to its setup the water
blowers can be installed regardless of the size of the combustion chamber.
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Soot blowers use steam instead of water and, therefore, also differentiate in the cleaning
mechanisms. Anyway, they shall be mentioned here, as they belong to the same group.
Their main field is the convective heat exchanging area. A long tube traverses the boiler.
The tube has holes along the sides through which the steam leaves the tube to clean the
superheater pipes. Soot blowers can be found in solely axial or in axial plus rotational
performance. Adjustable parameters are traversing speed, rotating speed, blowing
pressure and blowing angle. An advancement of soot blowers are bolted water lance
blowers. Similar to the soot blowers they are used in the convective part of biomass
and waste-fired power plants and are better adjustable to local deposit spots.

a) shower-clean system

Figure 3:

b) water lance blower

c) wall blower

d) soot blower

Overview over water cleaning systems

Source: Clyde Bergemann: On-load Boiler Cleaning Systems – Efficient cleaning of heating and reaction surfaces, Wesel, https://
www.cbpg.com/en/products-solutions/boiler-efficiency/load-boiler-cleaning-systems, 22.05.2018

2.3. Identified cleaning mechanisms
The cleaning mechanisms can be divided into mechanical cleaning mechanisms and
procedural cleaning mechanisms [6].
For a mechanical cleaning either the impact pressure of the cleaning systems has to
exceed the deposit strength or droplets and particles of the cleaning system have an
abrasive effect. The momentum can be calculated from the nozzle shape of the cleaning
setup, the water pressure at the nozzle outlet and the distance of the nozzle to the wall
which shall be cleaned. Due to the high temperatures the droplets of the cleaning water
experience a mass reduction [14]. Figure 4 presents the mass reduction of a droplet
over the trajectory through the boiler. To extend the investigation to the abrasive effect,
the impact angle must be considered in the calculations.
The procedural cleaning mechanisms encompass the thermomechanical cleaning effect and cleaning mechanisms in pore size level [5]. The thermomechanical cleaning
mechanism have the biggest effect if cold media hit the hot deposits. Therefore,
solely water cleaning systems are considered to have this additional cleaning effect.
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The mechanisms base on thermomechanical stresses which are either induced inside
the deposit or between deposit and water wall [6]. The processes within the pores are
not understood fully so far due to difficulties in validation measurements under the
harsh conditions and, thus, are not further in scope of this paper.
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Regardless of whether mechanical or thermomechanical stress leads to a cleaning
effect, a good cleaning can only be achieved if the stress exceeds the deposit strength.
The crux of the matter is the unknown strength of most deposits. Hence, we aim to
categorize the deposits, according to their material properties, which allows an assessment of the strength and, additionally, the estimation of the predominating cleaning
effect. This is only possible with an adequate measurement setup which determines
essential deposit properties [6].

3. Strategy for comprehensive cleaning optimization
3.1. Synergy of fuel, operational mode and plant efficiency
As introduced in chapter 1, the impurification of the water walls comes from an interaction of the solid fuel and the operation mode – in detail the fuel composition in
combination with the mass flow and the air flow. These values are optimized dependent
on the incinerator type. Waste incinerators mainly focus on the waste disposal while
in contrast to other incinerators the plant efficiency and plants target output only face
a minor role. As a consequence, the operational time must be as high as possible and
the outage duration low. To achieve these results the incinerators have the need of an
optimized cleaning.
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More precisely, both the undisturbed operation of the boiler and the throughput are the
overall goals of the boiler. This is why they need a tool to forecast the effects of process
parameters on both the cleanliness of the boiler and the boiler efficiency. Therefore,
the following chapter presents an approach to improve the process control [1].

Operators face the problem that the deposit location is hard to predict during the
operation and the operational staff has little range to optimize the overall process.
Thus, online balancing programs were designed, which (online balancing program
Beckmann) list detailed descriptions of energy and mass flows in the incinerator and,
furthermore, help the operator to manually affect the process control. The overall aim
of such an online balancing program is the increase of the plant efficiency, the subordinated aim is the detection of local spots that need improvement or regulations through
process parameters (e.g. air flow). Problematically, the online balancing tool only is able
to estimate the values at the system boundaries which cannot be measured directly.
Whereas, the values in between are in a black box. For example the deposit thickness
inside one system is assumed to have everywhere the same thickness or properties. To
maintain more precise results several sensors have to be included that deliver signals
for the balancing sub-areas. Following, several sensors are described that improve the
data acquisition with focus on deposit detection and characterization [1]. All these
sensors were developed to gain more knowledge about the deposit situation inside the
boiler and may help as columns for the online balancing tool.

3.3. Measurement systems for evaluation of deposit
At the TU Dresden several sensors were developed which aim to analyze deposits during
operation as detailed as possible. Thus, the following chapter only gives an overview
over internal measurement technologies and does not try to outline all available solutions. These internal methods shall be used afterwards for our mathematical models.

3.3.1. Heat flux sensor
On the market exist a couple of heat flux sensors. The heat flux sensor used at our chair
consists of a pair of thermocouples which are installed at the outside of the water wall.
The thermocouples are installed on the bridge and the tube crown, so that the signal
delivers the heat flux to the water wall. Deposits on the inner side immediately influence
the heat flux signal through their damping properties. Therefore, the heat flux sensor
is suitable for tracking deposits. More details about the specific heat flux sensor can be
found in the dissertation of Krüger [11].

3.3.2. Laser thickness sensor
The damping of the signal alone does not deliver detailed information about the deposits. An assessment of the deposit either consisting of a thin highly isolating layer or
thick conductive layer is not possible. For determination of the deposit’s thickness the
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application of the laser thickness sensor is useful, which measures the distance of the
opposite wall accurate to the millimeter. The sensor comprises a mirror that directs a
laser beam to the opposite wall to obtain the distance. Through the motorization of the
mirror the measurement of adjacent points is possible. Eventually, the sensor delivers
maps as exemplarily shown in Figure 5. [13]
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Deposit thickness plot measured with the laser distance sensor in the waste incinerator
MHKW Coburg (Germany)

Source: Reiche, M.; Grahl, S.; Beckmann, M.: Advanced monitoring of the fouling process on water walls. In: Fuel, Volume
(216), 2018, pp. 436-444

3.3.3. Deposit sensor
The combustion of waste delivers a fluctuating temperature signal. The deposits cause
a damping of the signal and also a time shift at the heat flux sensors outside the water
walls. This led [Grahl and Beckmann] to the idea of measuring the damping and the
time shift through the installation of the heat flux sensor at the outer side and additional installation of thermocouples, as well as a pyrometer or infrared camera to receive
the temperature inside the boiler. Consequently, an estimation of the deposit properties is possible through the correlation between the latter and the damping constant.
Figure 6 shows the setup of the deposit sensor.
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Figure 6:

Deposit thickness sensor consisting of a pyrometer, a heat flux sensor and thermocouples

Source: Reiche, M.; Grahl, S.; Beckmann, M.: Advanced monitoring of the fouling process on water walls. In: Fuel, Volume
(216), 2018, pp. 436-444

Thereby, a measurement system exists that enables an approximation of the thermal
conductivity and the correlation of deposit porosity, heat capacity and density to the
thermal conductivity. The relations are visualized in Figure 7.
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The combination with the laser thickness sensor delivers an even more precise result.
Thus, the deposit thickness and the deposit properties are available for further improvements of the cleaning process. [13]

3.4. Mathematical model

3.5. Necessity of measurement systems, on-line balancing and
mathematical models exemplary for the incinerator MHKW Coburg
At the incinerator in Coburg all the presented programs and sensors were deployed
and the cleaning was evaluated with a mathematical program. The online balancing
program delivered overall data of the incinerator. The laser thickness sensor and the
Cleaning Cycle
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The combination of the deposit sensor and the laser thickness sensor results in relatively
accurate description of the deposit. These data can be fed into mathematical models
to predict the cleaning efficiency. The principle mechanisms described in chapter 2.3.
are incorporated into these mathematical models, which calculate the actually arising
stresses during the cleaning process.
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Comparison of temperature distribution inside deposits during three cleaning cycles

deposit sensor measured the properties of the deposit. Three cleaning procedures
were analyzed regarding the setup [13]. All three cleaning procedures were successful.
Nevertheless, the last cleaning used less water than the first cleaning sequences. This was
very useful, because a calculation of the thermomechanical stress and the temperature
distribution showed that the use of too much water cooled down the whole deposits
and the water tube wall. Risk of tube damage rises if the water tube wall is cooled down
so that thermomechanical stress is induced. Table 1 shows the temperature distribution during the cleaning process for all three cleaning cycles. The highest curve is the
temperature course immediately after the beginning of the cleaning while the lowest
curve shows the temperature course 1 second after the start. Below the temperature
courses are deposit thickness plots that show the success of all three cleaning cycles.
Even though less water was used for the last cycle and the deposit thickness was higher,
the cleaning achieved comparably good results.
This example shows that with knowledge of deposit thickness and thermal conductivity a stress reduction of the water tube wall is possible. To help the operational staff
evaluating these results the balancing tool may include a visualization of the deposit
level, which facilitates the evaluation. Furthermore, an analyzation of previous cleaning
cycles and deposit development can help to predict the future impurification level.

4. Conclusion
The cleaning with water is a widely established possibility to remove deposits from the
water tube walls of waste incinerators. Nonetheless, the application is often not needbased but follows scheduled operating plans.
The current paper presented a concept that included both an interference with the
process control and the use of sensor systems combined with mathematical calculations
to maintain an efficient cleaning and long life cycles of the power plant simultaneously.
The process control was optimized with aid of the online balancing program. The program was combined with the laser thickness sensor and the deposit sensor. The sensors
delivered data for a calculation program that contrasts the deposit properties from the
sensors with the cleaning setup from the process control to assess the cleaning efficiency. Exemplarily, the procedure is sketched out for the waste incinerator in Coburg.
Three cleaning cycles were evaluated and an improvement of the cleaning with aid of
the measurement technique could be achieved.
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